ALL CANADIAN
RENOVATIONS
a solidly- built Reputation
by MARGARET ANNE FEHR

SINCE ENTERING THE WINNIPEG RENOVATION scene in

2002, All Canadian Renovations (ACR) has established itself
as a full-service, turn-key renovator that has distinguished
itself over the last 15 years.
ACR has achieved certification as Master Renovator
thanks to its 40 years of collective trade experience as
well as being awarded the Renomark designation by the
Manitoba Home Builders Association. The company has
also garnered multiple awards for its innovative design
solutions and authenticity in renovating character homes.
Another aspect of ACR’s skill portfolio is its Certified
Aging in Place Specialist (CAPS) designation. “It is one of the
largest sectors of our business,” says Curtis Breslaw, ACR

Principal. “More and more people want to remain in their
homes for as long as possible. At ACR, we can assist folks
to do this by making their homes more accessible.”
The company employs 11 full-time staff positions
and calls on a reliable corps of sub-contractors for
specialty work.
Breslaw cites a client service process that has been
refined over the length of the company’s history to make
the home renovation as easy as possible. “From the initial
consultation to project completion, we work with you every
step of the way to ensure that you get exactly what you
want from the renovation.”
The initial consultation is free of charge to prospective

clients and starts with a get-acquainted session to
determine the overall goals for the space based on the
family’s expectations and how they want to incorporate the
new space into their lifestyle.
“We have many project ideas to show to spark ideas, and
preliminary plans often emerge during the consultation. We
also are equipped to inform clients on a projected budget
and time frame. After we complete a comprehensive

assessment of the project, we present them with a detailed
written estimate,” says Breslaw.
“Once clients give the go-ahead, our experienced team
will execute their plan carefully and professionally. We
always respect their home and treat it as if it were our own.
Whether remodeling a single room or adding an entire
addition, ACR works hard to keep the project on time and
on budget.”

Breslaw will be providing more details about the ACR
process during a series of presentations he will be delivering
on the Lifestyle Stage at the Winnipeg Renovation Show
from Jan 12 to 14.
He also will be discussing the importance of hiring a
Certified Master Renovator through the Manitoba Home
Builders Association as well as providing more information
on the CAPS designation.

Those who purchase Winnipeg Renovation Show tickets
on-line will receive a $3 instant discount courtesy of ACR.
“We are very excited to be a part of the Winnipeg
Renovation Show for another year,” says Breslaw. “We are
looking forward to our biggest show ever!”
For more details on All Canadian Renovations, visit
acrltd.ca or phone 204-779-6900.

ACR is excited to be teaming with CTV Television for an amazing
contest give-away. “Winnipeg Renovation Show attendees who
are eligible will be given a ballot and we will be selecting one
lucky winner who will receive a voucher worth $10,000 towards a
bathroom renovation.”
For information on the Winnipeg Renovation Show, visit
winnipegrenovationshow.com .

